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How This War of Mine Creates Empathy for 
Virtual Characters 
By Cole Pergerson 
 
Is it possible to empathize with virtual characters? Are game characters just a means for game 
and story progress or can we develop a strong emotional connection with them? In this research essay, I 
analysis This War of Mine, a game about surviving a worn torn city where food is limited, and the player 
must make difficult moral decisions survive. The player controls a small group of characters who all need 
to be feed, get enough sleep, may need medical care, and other human needs. To look how This War of 
Mine creates empathy for the virtual characters, I will analysis how humanized characters and difficult 
dilemmas encourage empathy.  
Introduction 
This War of Mine (TWoM) is about the survival of group of characters in a besieged city. The 
developers, when describing this game, made it clear that you are not going to be able shoot your way 
to victory like most war themed games. This game focuses on the often-forgotten parts of war, the 
civilians caught in the destruction.  The game gives the player a group of people who are hiding in a war-
torn house with limited resources. The player uses a mouse to select characters, set their destinations, 
and perform actions such as eat food or craft items. Each character has a hunger, health, energy, and 
emotional state, as well as backstory and daily reflection of game events. The levels are cross sectionals 
of buildings and outside environments. The game is split into two different modes: daytime and 
nighttime. During the day, the characters are in a safe zone and the player can direct the characters to 
craft items, sleep, eat, and other upkeep tasks. Nighttime is when the player can send someone outside 
to scavenge materials, parts, food, or other valuable items.  
 Before analyzing the specific ways TWoM creates empathy for virtual characters, there needs to 
be an understanding of what empathy is. There many thoughts for what empathy is, but the most 
prominent is cognitive, affective, and multidimensional empathy.1 Affective empathy refers to the ability 
understand the emotions of someone, such as the feeling of being happy or angry. 2 Cognitive empathy 
is about being able understand the mental state of another.3 It is taking the perspective of someone else 
through imagination. Lastly, multidimensional empathy includes both cognitive and affective empathy.4 
TWoM enables players to feel both cognitive and affective empathy so this essay will focus on 
multidimensional empathy. With that definition of empathy, what design elements in This War of Mine 
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create empathy for virtual characters? There are two ways that will be discussed in this paper: 
humanizing characters and difficult dilemmas.  
Humanizing Virtual Characters 
While the developers wanted to create realistic situation that civilians faced in war, their focus 
was humanizing the experience of war.5  This design decision was reflected in the mechanics of the 
game and encouraged the player empathize with virtual characters. The ability for the player to identify 
and understand virtual characters has been linked to great empathy.6 This essay will cover four ways 
that the characters are humanized. The first way a character is humanized is through their ability to talk. 
Characters will talk through text bubbles that appear above their heads to convey how they are feeling 
or what they want. They are the most talkative when they need something such as food or cigarettes.  
In addition to talking, the characters have daily reflections and bios that humanize them. These 
daily reflections are usually a sentence long and represent the main thought of a character for one day. 
Like the text bubbles, these reflections can reveal to the player what a character desire, such as need 
cigarettes or food. The writing tends be more powerful than the shorten text for the text bubbles, and 
as a result, stands out more. These reflections also will reveal how they feel about other NPCs and 
characters. They may respond with sympathy for other NPCs or react to the death of a character. Along 
side with the reflections, bios tell the player tell the character’s story. One the first things that a player 
can do at the start of a game is to read the bios of the characters. This shows that they are not just 
controllable pieces but ordinary people who are stuck in a war-torn city. 
Another way the virtual characters are humanized is through fuzzy states. States, which are 
hunger, energy, health, and emotion, not only tell what a character needs, they frame the characters as 
people because they represent human needs. To reinforce this, the states do not give any percentages 
and instead represents degrees. For instance, hunger is categized as hungry, very hungry, and starving. 
There are also sub states, such as “still hungry,” which signal that the player has eaten, but the state has 
not changed. Using numbers or percentages would take away the human element of the characters. 
These fuzzy states let the player use their own experience of being hungry and imagine how a character 
is feeling.  
Lastly, characters are humanized through their autonomy. There are times when a character will 
show autonomy by ignoring player input. During a playthrough, Bruno, one of my characters, was 
depressed after days of being hungry and other subtle factors. He had been depressed for a couple days, 
and after the death of another character, he broke down. After returning from a scavenger hunt, he 
walked into the house, but I was no longer able to control him. He sat on ground and put his hand on 
face, saying that there was no hope for us left. I had options to send another character to feed and talk 
to Bruno, which I did. Afterwards, he would frequently stop performing tasks for short moments and 
question the purpose of what he was doing. This combined with angry gestures and talking about his 
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feelings of hopelessness convey that Bruno was giving up living day to day with little food and little 
chance for survival. The fact that there moments in the game where the characters, that the player has 
full control of, can act own their own reinforces the human framing of these characters.  
Difficult dilemmas 
  Difficult dilemmas force the player to make morally ambiguous decisions and, through 
reflection, empathize with the characters involved. The player usually is not empathizing during the 
main gameplay, but instead after a conflict is over. It is during the calmness when the player will reflect 
on their actions and empathize with the characters.7 To show the player the harsh conditions of civilians 
during wars, the developers of TwoM intentionally designed dilemmas to be morally ambiguous so that 
there is never a good choice to make.8 Since much of the tense arises for a lack of resources, a common 
dilemma is whether to steal from others. In one play through, I went to an abandoned villa to search for 
food and other supplies. When I got there, I heard two other people talking and realized that they were 
living here. In that moment, I had to decide whether to steal from them or walk away and find another 
place to scavenge. Because I was desperate for food and short on time, I choose to sneak around their 
place and steal from them. By interacting with these dilemmas, myself and others empathize with 
circumstances of the virtual characters.9 
Conclusion 
Both humanizing characters and difficult dilemmas were used to encourage the player to 
empathize with the virtual characters in This War of Mine. While only two ways were covered, these are 
not meant to be the only methods in game design, therefore, more games need to be analyzed to find 
more design patterns that encourage empathy for virtual characters. Furthermore, depending on the 
game, these methods may not translate well, which provides more reason to continue researching 
empathy in games. In addition to more design methods, further research needs to be done to determine 
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